
History of the Founding of the Society of Surgical Chairmen
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AT the 1981 meeting ofThe Society of Surgical Chairmen, which was

held on November 2, 1981, the President, Dr. David B. Skinner,

asked Dr. Jonathan E. Rhoads as the first President of the organization

to describe the background of the formation of the Society and the

objectives of the Society as they were perceived at that time. Since the

meeting at which it was decided to organize such a society was convened
in Philadelphia at the time of the Bicentennial of the Medical School of

the University of Pennsylvania, it was thought that portions of this

paper might be suitable for publication in the Transactions & Studies ofthe

College of Physicians of Philadelphia. In response to President Skinner's

request, various papers saved from 1965 to 1967 were looked up and

certain excerpts seemed to provide the flavor of those meetings.

Perhaps this period is best summed up in the letter I wrote to Cheves

Smythe onjune 1 3th, 1967. At this time Dr. Smythe, who later became
Dean of the Medical School at the University of Texas in Houston, was

Associate Director of the Association of American Medical Colleges.

The Society of Surgical Chairmen was an early participant in the

Council of Academic Societies and Dr. Smythe had written, under date

of May 24th, 1967, for a more complete statement about the Society of

Surgical Chairmen. My reply reads in part:

The Society of Surgical Chairmen grew out of informal meetings of the

surgical chairmen, the first of which was held in Philadelphia in May,

1 965. This was followed by another meeting in Atlantic City at the time

of the Clinical Congress of the American College ofSurgeons in the fall of

1965 and by a third meeting in March, 1966 at Boca Raton at the time of

the American Surgical Association meeting. On this occasion a simple

constitution and bylaws were adopted, a copy ofwhich is enclosed. Offic-

ers were elected with the result that I am now serving as President, C.

Gardner Child as Vice President and Clarence Dennis as Secretary/Treas-

urer. Under the constitution and bylaws, the officers serve for a period

of two years and then move up. Thus, in May 1968 Child will become
President and Dennis President-elect, and a new Secretary/Treasurer will

be chosen who will serve in successive offices for a period of six years. At

the meeting which was held in May, 1966 the invitation of the A.A.M. C. to

become a member of the Council of Academic Societies was accepted.

Dr. Child and I were elected to serve as representatives during the coming
year. The criterion for membership which I have stated presently

consists in holding a Chairmanship in one of our medical schools in the

United States or Canada. The activities and fields of interest include all
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of those which concern departmental chairmen in surgery. The primary

emphasis has been on undergraduate teaching but we are also concerned

with training programs at the intern and resident level, with staffing

patterns, with the recruitment at all levels including staff, with interde-

partmental relationships and relationships between departments of

surgery and the schools in which they exist and the relationships between
both and the parent university. We have an obvious concern with all

types of departmental financing, with hospital affiliations, with the

interrelationships between staff and the governing boards of hospitals

and broadly with anything affecting the conduct of patient care, teaching,

research or administration in departments of surgery. In this connection

we have had discussions and reports quite regularly on animal care

legislation and its implications for departments of surgery.

The Society had, as a matter of fact, been approved for membership
by the Executive Council of the A.A.M.C. January 25, 1967 and voted

into institutional membership of the A.A.M.C. February 11, 1967.

We might go back now to the first meeting in May of 1965, since I

have rather complete notes concerning it. The idea of
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seem that some of these are problems which are widely shared. It was

suggested to me a number of months ago that it might be a good idea if

each person serving as a chairman could get together with other

chairmen for a discussion of mutual problems.

Mv purpose in writing is to ask if you would be interested in staying

over a day following the American Surgical Association meeting in

Philadelphia. This would be Saturday, May 15th. I have reserved the

Surgical Seminar Room at the Hospital of the University of Pennsylvania

for a morning meeting, to begin at 9:00 A.M. While perhaps not ideal, I

think this room will be adequate.

I think it would be well if someone would fill us in a bit on probable

legislation in the health field. Among other important topics which

might be discussed are: the place of surgery in the medical school

curriculum, are university hospitals over-regulated by agencies outside

the university, trends in the recruitment of surgical residents — viewed

both quantitatively and qualitatively, the surgical mind and research, and

the American image of a general surgeon.

If it would be possible for you to stay over, would you let me know? If

a sufficient number are interested, we will hold a meeting.

Of those listed, only David Sabiston, Edward Woodward, George
Zuidema, Isidore Cohn,James Hardy, Henry Bahnson andJohn Kirklin

are still in the offices they held then, though a few have moved to other

chairmanships and many are active in other ways.

Fifty-one accepted and forty-seven signed the roll. A photograph of

the latter is reproduced herewith; the signatures may arouse recollec-

tions.

I believe I opened the meeting with the following statement, which
indicates some of the concerns current in 1965.

The thought of having a meeting of department chairmen was first

expressed to me in writing by Howard Bradshaw more than a year

ago. Unfortunately, he could not be here. The pressure of events

seemed to make this more and more urgent.

I have spent much time with [J.] Garrott Allen, Henry Harkins and

Carl Moyer because of our joint interest in a textbook. At one time we
were all department heads but by a hair. Harkins had already locked

horns with one dean in ways that would have probably led to a

denouement for him if it had not been a denouement for the dean. Allen

then had his troubles in Palo Alto and I was rather close to that. In

Allen's case the dean rolled out the department head but since then the

dean has had to resign. Harkins retired voluntarily.

If Carl Moyer adheres to his present decision by July, I will be the only

one of the four of
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local difficulties, always people who will resign rather than compromise
the things they consider important, always a supply of younger men who
will make a fresh try.

The more disturbing developments are an accentuation of the old

spirit of separation between the disciplines reflected in the European
tradition of separation of surgeons from the physicians. There are

rumors that surgery should be taken out of the undergraduate curriculum

or relegated to an elective and left to the post-M.D. years when it would
be studied by those who intended to become surgeons only. Objections

to this plan are first that many people, including myself, would never have

found out that they would like to be surgeons. Still more serious is the

fact that physicians generally would be less well informed and many
would have a lack of knowledge especially in such fields
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While Medicare is one phase of this, the more important items of

pending legislation stem from the report of a presidential commission on

heart disease, cancer and stroke which has become a best seller.

Perhaps we could do no better than call on Mike DeBakey to sketch

for us these proposals which he did so much to develop that the best seller

is widely referred to as the DeBakey Report.

After Mike's talk, which I hope will include other aspects of the

legislative program of Congress also, I thought we might go around the

room for each person's views on what he considers important for this

group to concentrate on.

Perhaps our minimum objectives for today would be to decide 1)

whether we should meet again, 2) when, and 3) what to place on the

agenda.

Beyond this, we may want to consider a statement on the role of

surgery in undergraduate education, or perhaps better, to address a

proposal to the Association of American Medical Colleges asking for an

institute before their annual meeting in 1966 which we could devote to a

study of "the elements in surgical teaching which are of universal or

general value to physicians and how best to teach them."

The agenda for such a session would be greatly influenced by the

studies of Oliver Cope's committee of the American Surgical Association

and those interested from the Society of University Surgeons.

The declared intention to hold it might stall off some of the hasty

decisions which we hear rumored and give us time to assemble our forces

and to regroup them where indicated.

A taped record of the morning's proceedings was kept and when
transcribed, ran to 70 pages. Most of the first 25 were devoted to Dr.
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between your community hospitals and your medical schools and the

problems that we've just been discussing where the Board of Trustees

may be anxious to join up with the center but where the individual units

of that hospital may feel their security so threatened that they don't want
to subscribe to it. Well, I think I would like to say at this moment that

some of the problems that the professors have had to face up to have — as

it were — been done in the hospitals which have been running previously

in a completely different way and, therefore, they came in as strangers;

they came in, in a way, as competitors both for money and prestige and so

on, and they came up against obstructions which, in human nature, one
expects to come up against, more vicious in some cases than in

others. What I do want to say is these problems have been felt so much
by the people up and down the country to a variable degree that John
Bruce and I got together and decided to have a conference of professors

of surgery exactly as what you've organized here today,
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If I recall correctly, John Gibbon was chairman of the committee
which drafted the bylaws. There was one point in which I was never

quite satisfied. As the bylaws were drawn and adopted, membership in

the Society terminated the moment one's surgical chairmanship termi-

nated. It seemed to me that this
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numbers with a large variety of other subjects such as internships, town-
and-gown problems, administrative loads, financing fulltime personnel,

etc.

Accordingly the fall 1965 meeting was focused on undergraduate

teaching in surgery and Dr. Berson, then head of the staff of the

Association of American Medical Colleges, was invited to participate.

Among those present at the initial meeting there was a total

concensus that we needed an organization of the chairmen. Fortunate-

ly, most of our subsequent meetings have emphasized constructive

steps rather than what might be termed the common defense, and I

think the Society has an increased opportunity to move in this direction

as the result of the decision of the Whipple Society to turn over its

functions in surgical education to the Society of Surgical Chairmen. I

am sure it is good for the surgical chairmen to know each other and

while you meet in many times and places there may be a certain

advantage in meeting as chairmen.

Having reviewed this history, is there anything to conclude? First, I

think there has to be a felt need to justify an extra organization and

meeting. We did feel a need in 1965 and 1966. You have to ask

yourselves if you still have any problems common to a considerable

number of departments and whether they are problems in which an

exchange of information or the formulation of a common position can

be helpful.

Second, if the Society of Surgical Chairmen is going to assume some
of the functions of the Allen Whipple Society in providing a forum for

discussions of surgical education, it might well enlarge its membership
or at least the number of its participants.

I have already pointed to certain advantages of continuing the

membership of past chairmen for a couple of years.

One might also consider allowing the chairman to nominate one or

two exceptional members of his department whom he considers to be

ready to assume a chairmanship, for associate membership — probably

passing the nominations through a membership committee. In this

way, a group of associate members would come into being who could

learn a great deal at the meetings of the group and who might contribute

substantially to sessions on surgical education. Further, membership
in this group might gradually gain recognition so that search committees

for new surgical chairmen would come to give weight to such member-
ship as an important credential. This might reduce to some extent the

frequency of the surprise appointment of less qualified candidates.

It is not clear when the best time for meetings is. There is economy
in tacking the meetings onto other national meetings. This does fairly
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well for short meetings — perhaps up to half a day. On the other hand,

it would seem worthwhile to try an occasional longer meeting independ-

ent of other commitments. Furthermore, a modest expansion of the

number invited might prove to make a more critical mass, particularly if

the younger group felt it to be something ofan honor to be included, as I

think they should.

I appreciate very much this opportunity to review the beginning of

the Society and to do a little musing about future possibilities. As I

have had the privilege of attending as a guest several meetings of the

officers of the Society, I am tremendously impressed with the wide

knowledge of the current problems which the president, Dr. David

Skinner, his recent predecessors and his fellow officers possess, and the

sophisticated way in which they are approaching them.

As more and more members retire as chairmen, it might be
appropriate to consider the formation of a past chairmen's association

parallel to that in medicine. Such a group, it is hoped, could meet
concurrently with this Society but separately from it. This may be a

better way of keeping past experience available to those who make the

current decisions and may be better than extending the membership of

retiring chairmen.

Finally I would say that with all its agonies, there is perhaps no
academic post so rewarding as that of surgical chairman. I felt this so

strongly in my early fifties that I resigned the Provostship of the

University to become one, and I have never regretted it. I congratulate

all those who have attained membership in the Society, and have full

confidence that the future of academic surgery in America is in

excellent hands.

School of Medicine

University of Pennsylvania

3400 Spruce Street/Gl

Philadelphia, PA. 19104
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